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In Hollard Life, we believe data is an essential enabler of our
purpose
Predicting and providing the
right products to the right
customers at the right time

Personalised, life-stage
appropriate solutions

Creating better futures by ensuring
our customers’ dignity and dreams
Enhanced access to
insurance and additional,
non-insurance solutions

Understanding
customer needs
and helping
address them
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We use credit bureau data to better target customers and manage
affordability – creating value for customers and Hollard

New customers

Score before
POS

• Batch
scoring

Score at POS

Evolved from using GLM
modelling to machine
learning champion challenger

• Realtime
scoring

Existing
customers

Score directly
after POS

• Batch
scoring

Evolved from using
bureau data to internal
data

Score after
POS

• Batch
scoring
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We have to use phone number matching to obtain bureau data
and the score outcome is used to influence dial strategies and
interact with customers
Lead is sent through
scoring engine
One of four possible
outcomes

Can Afford

Under Pressure

Cannot Afford

Not Scored/Unmatched

Each group was dialled differently with the aim of generating the
most sales from the can afford bucket

10 Dial
Attempts

5 Dial
Attempts

1 Dial
Attempts

5 Dial
Attempts
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Reducing poor quality sales results in less overburdened
customers and right-sizing of the entire value chain
Sales volume

NTU & Lapse volumes

Premium collection

83%

63%
50%
41%

With 'Cannot afford' Without 'Cannot
afford'

NTU's

Lapses

With 'Cannot afford'

Without 'Cannot afford'
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We are starting to explore partner data – with an initial focus on
retail shopper data – to better manage risk
Retailers
•

Customer shopping
data

Funeral Parlours and
Brand affinities
•

Customer
engagement data

Credit providers
•

Credit payment
behaviour

Basket-level data gives us:
•

A more holistic understanding of customers

•

Enhanced ability to identify unknown correlations between
retail and insurance behaviour

•

A greater ability to provide the right product to the right
customer at the right time

•

The biggest challenge which has delayed this work has
been to find a model to access the data
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But we are also careful not to ignore the value inherent in internal
customer data and behaviour
• Data is immediately accessible, which helps with ease of use
• It is a powerful predictive tool of our own book performance
• Can allow more personalised risk pricing to potentially widen access

• Enables us to help customers with needs met by other financial solutions
• Credit (multiple categories), savings, and insurance are used interchangeably to
meet some needs and if we can predict and assist, we can provide the most
appropriate solutions
• We can also make credit more affordable (esp. for low-income customers) by using
insurance experience and data as proxy collateral for credit scoring
• Opportunities for synergies are vast – education funding, development loans, home
loans, incremental building funding – it just requires intelligent design
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All of this must be customer-needs led – and trust remains the
biggest driver and threat to non-traditional engagement channels
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